Biographers:

Nicholas Harpsfield (1519–1575)

Manuscripts

D386. Cambridge Emmanuel College MS Emmanuel 76. [Hitchcock, Harpsfield xiii–xv.]

D387. Lambeth Palace Library MS Lambeth 827. [Harpsfield xv–xvi.]

D388. Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson D. 107. [Harpsfield xvi–xvii.]

D389. Yelverton MS 72 now in British Library, Additional MS 48066. [Harpsfield xvii; Beal I/2: 348.]

D390. Public Library Colchester MS Harsnett H. b. 35. [Harpsfield xvii–xviii.]

D391. British Library MS Harley 6253. [Harpsfield xviii–xix.]

D392. Bodleian Library MS Rawlinson D. 86. [Harpsfield xix–xx.]

D393. Library of John Burns, Harpsfield MS. [Harpsfield xx.]

D394. Harvard, MS Eng 749. [Beal I/2: 348]

Copies

D395. GuildHall Library MS 1225 (M. 1. 6) [Harpsfield xviii,n.1. Late 19th C transcript of Harley MS 6253 in Alfred Cock Collection.]


D397. Macirone, C. A. Transcript of MS Lambeth 827. [Harpsfield xv n.2. Extracts published by Reginald Hine in The Cream of Curiosity.]
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